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Al Sakran Stars as United Insurance
Trash Bahrain Kuwait Insurance
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Hassan Al Sakran inspired United Insurance to make a strong start to the Insurance Companies Ramadan Tournament,
thumping Bahrain Kuwait Insurance 10-1 to
go top of Group 1. Al Sakran found the net
six times to help the team ease past Bahrain Kuwait Insurance.
The eventual winners found the lead within
seconds from the kick-off whistle thanks
to Al Sakran’s splendid efforts. United Insurance continued dominating the match,
doubling their lead, also through Al Sakran.
The latter completed his hat-trick moments

later, as Rashid Talfat and Yousif Sa’ad
added a goal each to make the score 5-0
at the halftime break. After the restart, Bahrain Kuwait Insurance pulled a goal back
thanks to Mohammed Yousif. However,
United Insurance responded immediately
via their star Al Sakran before his teammate Ahmed Janahi further extended their
lead by converting from the spot. Minutes
later, Al Sakran added another two goals to
his name to make the result 9-1. Ali Yahya
completed the rout with a few seconds remaining.

Al Sayed: Didn’t

Expect this Result
Ahmed Al Sayed of Bahrain Kuwait Insurance team
lamented his team’s performance during the match,
stating that nobody expected to lose by this
heavy result. “We knew the strengths of our
opponent, but we didn’t predict to lose
by this margin. Their experience in
this tournament played a key role
in the final result. We won’t let this
loss to affect our campaign. Still,
we can progress into the second
round,” he said.

Abdullah: Happy for
this Victory

Omar Abdullah of United Insurance team thanked
his teammates for this resounding win against
Bahrain Kuwait Insurance. “Everyone produced an incredible performance to win
this match 10-1. We are hopeful this
time to win this tournament, especially after witnessing such a display in our first game of the campaign,” he stated.
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efending Champions Bahrain Credit
Trash T’azur
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Defending champions Bahrain Credit sent
a strong warning to other teams competing in the Insurance Companies Tournament after trashing T’azur 8-1 in Group 1.
The defending champions were inspired
in their victory by Wael Anwar who bagged
a hat-trick, and Falah Abbas who scored a
brace.
It took Bahrain Credit team only two minutes to break the deadlock before adding
another four goals in quick succession to
go 5-0 thanks to a brace by Ahmed Abduljalil and three goals contributed by Wael

Anwar, Falah Abbas and Mohammed shafeeq.
As the referee was about to whistle for the
halftime break, Sayed Mohammed Yousif
gave a lifeline to T’azur by slotting home
from close range. The tempo of the game
dramatically dropped in the second half,
but Bahrain Credit maintained their dominance. And Wael Anwar found the net
twice to stretch his team’s lead, earning
himself a hat-trick in the process. Falah
Abbas scored the eighth goal for Bahrain
Credit to seal their impressive triumph.

Feny: We lost to
a Strong Team

Ali Feny of T’azur said his team faced a strong
opposition composed of extraordinary players.
“Bahrain Credit proved they are ready to
defend their title with this victory. They
are deserved winners in this game. We
didn’t have the required experience
to play such a match. But we still
have a chance to progress,” he
affirmed.

Abbas: An Important

Step Towards Retain-

ing our Title

Falah Abbas of Bahrain Credit expressed happiness at his team’s important victory over T’azur,
stating that it was an important step towards defending their title. “We look forward to play better in the
second matches. The match went as we had
planned, and our performance
was great. I think
we still have room for improvement in the next
matches,” he explained.
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Takaful Win 9-goal Thriller!
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Takaful Insurance team won a 9-goal
thriller against Bahrain National Insurance team to go top of Group 3 in the
Insurance Companies Ramadan Tournament.
Takaful went 6-1 up during the match,
but Bahrain National Insurance reduced
the deficit to 6-3 to give the match a dramatic end.
Four of the eventual winners’ goals
came in the first half thanks to Ibrahim Al Fardan, Ehsan Abdulnabi, Mahdi
Abdulfatah who contributed one each,
while the fourth goal was an own goal by

Adeeb Khalil. Hussain Al Jazeery pulled
one back for Bahrain National Insurance
team just before the halftime break.
Both teams exchanged scoring opportunities in the second half, but Takaful proved more clinical in front of the
goal, adding two goals through Ibrahim
Fardan and Ehsan Abdulnabi. Hussain
Abdullah and Ammar Shaker of Bahrain
National Insurance found the net to reduce the gap to three goals. However,
Takaful Insurance managed to
defend their goal to hinder Bahrain National Insurance’s late comeback.

Hussain Abdullah: We
weren’t Organised

Hussain Abdullah of Bahrain National Insurance said
that his team weren’t organised during their match
against Takaful. “We didn’t play as a team today and we made costly errors. We could
have avoided them and get a good result.
We most focus now on the next matches,”
he pointed out.

Ibrahim:

Good Start
Isa Ibrahim of Takaful Insurance revealed his delight with his team’s victory
over Bahrain National Insurance team,
complimenting his teammates for holding
tight in the final minutes to hinder the
opposition’s late comeback. “We
played a good match. It was a
good performance and we are
happy with these precious
three points,” he
said.
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